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Social Life O f 'so's'//
Candid Exhibit A t Morse

j ones made from the original glass
By Hugh McKeann
negatives, which lay forgotten in
Social Life in the 1880's, candii a b a m for over 60 years. The negcamera shots of gay young peoph atives were discovered recently by
of the 1880's, opened at the Morse a son of Leonard Dakin, Herbert
Gallery of Art, Friday, January 7, Dakin of Ithaca, New York. Since
The photographer was Leonard the pictures have come to light,
Dakin, a banker of Cherry Valley, they have been shown in the New
New York, who was an avid ama- York Historical Society; the Norteur photographer. The subjects ton Gallery of Art, West Palm
were his young friends from Cher- Beach; the Chicago Historical Sory Valley who gathered for the ciety; the Albright Art Gallery in
I. pleasant social life of his father's BuflTalo, New York, and others of
house, Uplawn. The camera which the country's prominent art mu^^enabled him to take the series of seums. The Museum of Modern
* 1^ remarkable action shots was equip- Art of New York City has includiSe'ped with rubber bands to speed the ed Dakin's work in its permanent
ijj^action of the shutter. The pictures collection.
Leonard Dakin has
are a series of intimate scenes of taken his place as an important
young people of the 80's, skipping figure in American art.
'enii-ope, singing around a square
In addition to this, there is anIfrtpiano, riding in buggies, jumping
over tennis nets, climbing over ther exhibit of the art forms of
fences and engaging in all the so- his period in an 1880 drawing
cial activities acceptable to their oom, complete with red carpet,
time. The effect is startling be- lack walnut furniture, and marThis exhibit
cause they are so alive compared ie-topped tables.
h t o the frigid portraits where the as been arranged through the kind
hhead was clamped to keep it still, ssistance of the Smart's, Antiques,
'__j
*i sitter
;*4.— i
frozen into self- of Maitland, FI3.
and the
hTe gallery is open from 2 to
consciousness.
The prints c
nodem 5 p.m.

Traffic Expert Makes Plea
For Sane Student Driving
That now convertible standing in
^front of your fraternity or sorority
'"'thouse is beautifully engineered. It
^i^has everything, the right lines,
'•'''radio, and enough power under the
hood to take you any place you desire.
Handled properly it is a highly
?icient machine.
Handled
properly it becomes a dangerous
instrument. It is particularly deadly for college students and driven
lof high school age who have failed to develop judgment
surate with their driving skill
There are many of you that are
excellent drivers. You have driven
thousands of miles without a
scratched fender. But there are
also among you many others who
are not good drivers and who have
failed to develop the kind of maiturity needed in handling a car in
[today's traffic.
j The worst part about the acciidents involving the latter group
ris that the accidents are usually
( iBerious. The drivers and their
, icars, whether a smooth convertible
• or a jalopy, don't always get a
chance to reform. Studies in seven
states prior to the war showed
) t h a t the fatal accident rate, in
terms of miles operated, of drivers
Sunder 20 years of age was 89 per
J c e n t higher than the average; the
rate for persona between 20 and
24 years of age was 24 per cent
higher. Although no new surveys
have been made since the war, evidence points to about the same percentage for these age groups.
Actually, persons of college age
should be the world's best drivers.
Vou are young, strong and have
. keen, active minds. By actual tests
your eye-hand coordination as a
group rates first.
But, unfortunately, being young
means other things too. It means
t h a t you're just naturally cocksure, overconfident, and don't care
a hang about danger. It means
t h a t you take chances and speed
into tight spots from which even
your better-than-average ability
(cannot always save you.
I There are five driving faults that
[result in the largest share of traf[fic accidents. Watch for them.
They are:
Driving too fast. "Excessive
or "speed too fast for con• leads all other causes of
nc.uicnts on the traffic safety "Dishonor" roll.
2.
"Bluffing at intersection."
v.>;i,,ve in the effort to bluff the
fellow out of the right of
next.
Prinking and driving—drinki walking. About one out
y four adult petiestrians and
:! of six drivers involved in
fatal accidents had been drinking.
• 4. Bad judge of distance by day
and "over-driving" headlights t y

GRIIIC REVIEWS
DEC. FREO STONE
COURSES AT ROLiy
Appointment of Dr. Morris Samuel Lazaron, one of the nation's
outstanding rabbis, as visiting Professor of Religion and Social Relations Saturday, for the winter
term of this academic year,
announced yesterday by President
Hamilton Holt.
Rabbi Lazaron, who taught here
several winters ago, will conduct
courses in Basic Problems of Religion and Principles of InterFaith.
ROYAL W. FRANCE
He gained a nation-wide reputaOptimistic . . .
tion for his work as rabbi of Baltimore (Md.) Hebrew Congregation from 1915 to 1947. He is now
rabbi emeritus of the congregation.
Rabbi Lazaron served as a chapin in World War I and is now
major chaplain, O.R.C, American
Merchant -Marine Library Association.
Skook Bailey
\ is also a member of Central
The Minaret", school paper at
Conference of American Rabbis, Tampa University blames loss to
director of American-Jewish Rollins on rain.
"Rain helps
Joint Distribution Commission; a Rollins defeat Tampa here" — a
director of American Association poor excuse is better than none.
for United Nations and executive
chairman of the United NaSwim Symposium Displays Talents
tions Association of Maryland,
of Five Colleges
e is author of numerous books
Splashing to the rhythmic strains
religious subjects, including.
of fox trots, marches and waltzes,
Religious Services for Jewish
Aquamaids, representing 5 schools
Youth; Side Arms; Consolations of
demonstrated their swimming techOur Faith; Seed of Abraham; Ten
niques at a "Swimming SymposiJews of the Ages, Common Ground
held at Wellesley College,
and various other books and pams., Saturday, December 11,
phlets.
Massachusetts University, Radcliffe, Smith, Wellesley and Wheaton all contributed to an excellent
;hibition.

Inter - Collegiate
News Highlights

bight. Government studies show
that the average motorist must
have nearly a quarter of a mile
of clear road ahead of him to pass
another car in the face of oncon
ing traffic at open road speed;
Failure to heed that simple aritV
metic is the reason for many a(
cidents. At night virtually a
drivers are guilty of "driving
The Theta chapter of Phi Beta
blind" by driving at speeds too high
Fraternity was rated as the outto stop within the range of thi
standing chapter by "The Baton"
headlights.
the Fraternity organ.
5. Don't believe in signs. FailThe Theta chapter helped to
ure to observe signs, signals and raise funds for the Victory Exmarkings produces the next high pansion program by giving a half
est quota of accidents.
hour program advertising it and
through a two-piano concert, they
There are some of you, partic- raised $100.00 for the fund.
ularly freshmen, who must take
The Chapter's project for 1947extra precautions and must o
8 was to award a scholarship to
come special age characteristics
worthy undergraduate in the th
which, according to James Stanater arts department. Money WJ
nard Baker, director of research
raised for this scholarship by co
for the Northwestern University
certs given by individual members
Traffic Institute, contribute to the
at hotels and clubs around Winter
high accident record of youthful
Park. However, the most spectacdrivers. Three of these characterular device used was the producistics a r e :
tion of the play "Spider Island".
double-prime,
1. Too much energy. In driv- This was rated
ing this appears as considerably thriller diller by the Sentinel Star.

Theta of Phi Beta
RatedTop Chapter

more speed than necessary, vigorous braking, motor racing, wheel
spinning and other over-energetic
driving that results in more frequent skidding and in-line collisions.

Olga Llano Wins
Piano Award

Cigarettes and Coca-Cola proice wild, wild women, as pei
ugh survey at Salem College.
Winston-Salem.
Well, if that's
all that makes 'em bad in North
Carolina they ought to come
Rollins. Just one trip to Robb:
and they'd find they have angels,
just as we do . . . No kidding.
Law School at Miami University
starts semi-annual magazine. "The
University of Miami Lawyer" is
the only publication of its kind
according to Russell A. Rasco, dean
of the Law School. The first issue contained stories on the history of the Law School, photographs of the faculty, short biographies and caricatures of various Law School personalities and
other features.
"Colleges not marriage mills,"
says Dr. Lamson. The present day
co-ed is a cautious creature! According to Dr. Herbert Lamson,
"today's co-ed after graduating
from college wants to work and acquire a skill which she may use in
case the marriage fails." "Even
though college age is a courtship
period, many students have precollege commitments while others
do not want to commit themselves
at all. Some desire to pay back
college debts, others to work for
a few years in order to feel the
independence and thrill that comes
from holding a job of one's own,"
emphasized Hr. Lamson. With regard to men students, the situation is almost the same," states Dr.
Lamson. "He defers marriage until he has the ability to support a
family."

Olga Llano, piano student of
Walter Charmbury of Rollins College for the past four years, won
first place January 3rd in the piano
division of the Tampa Symphony
Society's Young Artists competition. The winning of this audition
carries with it an appearance with
3.
Tendency to show off. Ex- the Tampa Symphony Orchestra
pression of the "thrill" desire. Ac- next season. The contestants were
cidents that result are almost al- from all parts of Florida.
ways inexcusable.
Last year Miss Llano won the
Watch for these in your own State Piano Auditions, and the
driving and curb them whenever South Atlantic District Contest
they show up. Drive with greater ponsored by the National Fedcare from now on, and cut the eration of Music Clubs. For the
The Department of Biological
traffic toll which last year claimed past three summers she has stud- Sciences has been advised by the
lives of 32,300 persons and brought ied in Chautauqua, New York with Division of Biology and Medicine
James
Friskin.
injury to 1,150,000 others. Have
of the Atomic Energy Commisall the fun you can, but drive that
December 7, she was guest artist
on that the research project,
convertible or jalopy with extra at a Latin Festival at Southern
hich the department submitted
care. The life vou save mav be College, Lakeland. Florida, spon- for their consideration, has been
sored by the Latin American Com- approved. The office of Naval Remittee. She also appeared before search has been authorized by the
the Women's Club of Eustis, Florion to make the necessary conida, on December 4; and will give tractural arrangements with the
recitals in Indian River City on
ersity of Delaware. This reTryouts for the "First Mrs. Fra- January 6, for the Music Club; and search proposal is entitled: "Comin BrooksviUe March 25.
parison of the Effects of X-Rays,
zier" by St. John Ervine. the next
During Founder's Week she will Neutrons, and Mustard Compounds
production in the Fred Stone Thethe growth and development of
give a piano recital, of Latin Ameratre, will be held tonight. Thurs- ican and Spanish composers' music, the Corn Seedling." The principal
stigator will be Dr. Mary A.
day, January 14, at 7:30 in the which is sponsored by the Intersei Iwho will be assisted by
Fred Stone Theatre. AH interested American Activities Committee of
T members of the department
persons are urged to trj- out. It Rollina.
and by a gi-aduate student who will
not a necessity that you be a
After that
ck comes the eceive a graduate fellowship
grant.
Theatre Arts major .
reckoning.
2.
Inability to resist distractions. Youth finds it difficult to
stick to anything when it ceases
to be exciting. This leads drivers
to participate in entertainment of
rider companions or wave at
friends.

Tryottts At Fred Stone

Just before the Christmas vacation Charles Dawson, Jack Belt,
Janet Olsen, Jack Mehlek, Caren
Steele, Thomas Snow, and Kathrine Johnson treated Rollins College to a philosophical melodrama
in the Fred Stone Theatre.
It seems that this British family went around doing horrible
things to humanity and all these
deeds came back to plague them
after they mixed some wine with
gin after dinner. They realize that
their innocently evil doings have
caused some precious young thing
to gurgle down a Molotov cocktail and pass out of the picture. At
various points through the play I
often was brought to wonder as to
what the author had been drinking.
For the material with which they
had to work, the actors did a superb job. Charles Dawson did an
excellent caricature of a contented
Britisher. Jack Belt's interpretation of the inspector showed good
insight into the character. Janet
Olsen's acting, although
often
overexuberant, was completely refreshing and pulled the play thru
many a dull spot. Tom Snow seems
to have been born to the acting
profession .although this cannot be
said of everyone. Kathrine Joh:
son did very well for her four-lii
walk-on, and Caren Steele made
cold theatre much more pleasant
to sit in. The play was well di
•ected. It's a pity that better plays
cannot be found for college productions.
Milton Ezra Schwartz

By
, OF OSLO
The University of Oslo has announced that it wil again hold
special summer classes for American students from June 27 to
August 6.
Official headquarters in America
for the summer session has been
established at St. Olaf College,
Northfield, Minnesota, where catalogs and applications may be secured.
The courses which will be conducted in English, cover the sciences, the humanities, and a general survey of Norwegian culture.
A maximum of six credit hours
may be taken in the six weeks
course and in most cases the credits are transferable.
Approximate expense for the six
weeks at the University is estimated to be about $300 and transportation last year on the "S.S.
Marine Jumper" came to $320 to
?400 for the round trip.
This is the third year that such
a course for Americans has been
offered.
An American Dean of
Students, Norman Norstrand of
St. Olhf College, Northfield, Minn.,
has accompanied the students each
year. The rest of the administration is Norwegian. President of
the Summer School is Dr. Otto L.
Mohr, Rector of the University of
The directors are Dr. Harald U. Sverdrup, Director of the
Institute in Oslo; and Dr.
Philip Boardman, Consultant, Norway-American Association, Oslo.
Requirements for admission are
dependent on a good academic
of applicant's
purpose, qualities likely to make
student a good representative
of the United States abroad, good
health, and geographical distribution of applicants. An applicant
ust have completed his sophoore year, by the summer of 1949.
The University of Oslo guarantees the educational standards of
courses and it is one of the
European schools which has been
approved by the Veteran's Administration.

'Pursuit O f Happiness'^
Opens Tuesday A t A.R
'The Pursuit of Happiness" by
Armina Marshall and Lawrence
Lange is the second production of
the season at the Annie Russell
Theatre. Opening Tuesday night
and running through Saturday with
a special matinee performance on
that date, the production is under
the direction of Wilbur Dorsett
and stars a student cast of 11.
Originally produced at the Westport Theatre, Westport, Connecticut, "Pursuit of Happiness' opened in New York in the fall of 1933.
It became successful immediately
and through the amusing treatment of the theme of "Bundling"
became known as the "bundling
play". Soon afterwards a movie
was made and at the present time

a musical version is on the proposed schedule for next season on
Broadway. The play is a charming comedy and one of the best
treatments of the feelings of a
young European who finds himself
confronted with the inconsistencies of American life during the
American Revolutionary War.
The cast includes Cynthia Crawford, Ranny Walker, Sidney Lanier,
Nan Van Zile, Gerald Honaker,
Sam Burchers, Margy Mountcastle,
Corky Scarborough, J- B. Bartlett,
Bob Elman and Dick Preu. Scenery is being designed and constructed by Dick Verigan, costumes
by Dick Hill, with Cameron McCardel as stage manager.

Dr. France Hopeful
Over World*s Problems
Dr. Royal France, professor of
economics and social philosophi
stepped into prophets seat IE
Wednesday afternoon at the First
Methodist Church and spoke 01
The World In 1949". His predic
tions were favorable in contrast to
the bleak outlook felt by most
everyone today. Dr. France
hope for a world that begins
new year in a confused chaotic
state of affairs.
He discussed briefly several of
the vital questions which face
today. The highlights of his speech
are quoted in part:
Will the United Nations break
up? No. "It stands as a great
symbol of hope. People real
that a step away from world unity
is a step backward."
Dr. France believes humanity
has made progress in social maturity. He supports this idea by
pointing out that the history of
man is acliually very short. Since
the birth of Jesus, man has progressively
overcome
countless
fears and superstitions that have
warped his thinking and estranged
him from a fraternal spirit.
"Will England survive in 1949?
Yes.
"The Labor government is
working and England is showing
signs of economic stability from
her once internal chaos. Her standard of living is higher than ever
before in history."
Will France survive in 1949 ?
Yes.
"Communist forces are actively strong and she is politically
divided; but, the democratic ideals
of the French people are too strong
to weaken."
What is Germany's position in
world influence? "Europe cannot
succeed unless her industrial heart
(Germany) survives. The country
is in bad straits. There are 10
million
people
crowded
into
shrunken eastern Germany who
living in complete squalor and
poverty."
Is China's situation critical? Yes.
Government is near collapse. In
he revolutionary changes that
have taken place in China that the
people have found themselves tired
civil war and seeking an ideology
that will terminate the slaughter of
heir people. Her people are relentful of America because we have
mcouraged and provided the stimulus for war. There is a general
feeling among our militarists that
} will be a third World War."

Dr. France advocates aid instead
of armaments to people.
What is our status in Peru?
CriticaL "We are encouraging
their revolution by supplying them
arms with the result of losing the
good will of South America?"
Will have war with Russia? NO.
"Russia will not attack us because
her country is too depleted. Even
if they recover adequately they
still fear our bomb."
"America will not attack for several reasons. First it would be
too costly. A war would cost us
around 540 billion dollars, and
practically exhaust our resources.
America would find itself a police
state if this mass spending became necessary. Secondly, we are
unsympathetic to war. Thirdly,
nations of Europe will not stand
for war. Europe's people realize
Russia would overrun the whole
continent. Neutral nations do not
want beligerancy from either side.
Gary Davis symbolized fhe fact
that people will live in world unity
when he said, "I am the first citizen of the world." The people of
Europe want peace. Ther fear of
the atomic bomb has strengthened
this feeling."
Will there be a depression? No.
"There will be some recession,
some lowering of price level, and
some unemployment; but nothing
like 1929. The government has
taken precautions to prevent a recurrence of this.
Government
spending will exceed 45 billion in
1949 — half the total income of
1939.
The Marshall Plan will continue to stimulate industry. Also
the farmers bank on government
support."
Dr. France says the government
cannot permit war because governmental expenses are too high. He
points out that even though prices
•e high, the average real income
the highest ever.
After the speech, the audience
sponded enthusiastically with
many questions.
Perhaps they
nted to assure themselves of the
optimism that Dr. France feels for
the year 1949. His speech was
first to be given in "The John
Martin Series" which will include
different speakers on various subjects every Wednesday afternoon
'or the next ten lA^eeks. The
peeches will begin at 4 at the
First Methodist Church.

Prexy Off To Macon
New Treasurer
Dr. Holt left Winter Park last
Introduced to S.C. Tuesday for Macon, Georgia. There
he will address the Rotary Club on
Mr. John Tiedke, the new treasurer of the college, was introduced World Government, and speak to
to the Student Council at the last the United World Federalist meetmeeting. He spoke of the financial ing held in Macon also. It is not
status of the college.
known when Prexy will return,
It was reported that $97 was but we will try to have the text of
made on the pinball machines for
a 15-day period. Also a towns- his speech for next week's Sandperson has paid $30 for damages spur.
to a car as a result of the midnight melee during the StetsonRollins fracas before the game.

New and interesting assembly
given invitations to participate in
programs are being planned by
each fraternity and sorority and this plan and a wide variety of proA thinking driver doesn't drink: other groups. All the groups were grams is expected.
No one has the right-of-way
When a life is at stake.
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Thundering Heard
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CINERARIUM

CINERARIUM
coaches. He proceeds to immerse
Jack Mehlek
himself in the middle of a western
Nor is the Sandspur in a posi"Two Guys From Texas"
^ell. (Later in a hell of a westtion to pass judgment on the SandColony, Thur., Fri., Sat.
ern).
spur or its editor. (That is up to
In "Two Guys From Texas", all
I t seems that pay dirt cannot
you, the reading public, of which
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue at Interlachen
Telephone 1
the corn and cliches imagin;
be run from the mines because it
Frank is a rather reluctant memKdltorlal Board
have been exhumed for use as plot never reaches its proper destinaThe
attention
of
Rollins
students
ber.)
Editor in Chief
Pete Sltoller
should be drawn toward the many content. However, the jovial Jack tion.
Business Manager
Sa^m Borchers
However, we can deflate a few
Carson-Dennis Morgan team rise
Soon Dick discovers the culpable
Advertising Commissioner
Andy Tomasko
Circulation Manager
Alice Smith
pipe dreams here and there. First- notices that hav6 been posted thru- above their inferior material con- culprit is named "Charlie"—and
News Editors
Nancr Fry
ofl', Frank, there is no such thing out all the buildings encouraging vincingly to punch cows, croon bal- "Charlie" turns out to be a woman
Cecil Van Hoose
the
study
of
a
number
of
different
Co-News Editor
Ken Fenderson
as a "staff meeting" on the Sandlads, tame women, and niftily nab —and the woman t u m s out to be
Sports Editors
Jim McMenemy
Do we have to stand by and spur curriculum- (Sounds big-time subjects in various colleges and a pair of dude outlaws.
Dave McKiethan
Jane Greer. And right here the
Feature Editor
Chap McDonnell
story bites the dust so far as this
Society Editor
Martha McDonald watch these "gods" (as they think though, doesn't it? We might universities throughout the United "Station West"
Liayout and Ijead Editor
Rolwrt Van Hoose of themselves), drink up the vi- just rent ourselves a big mahog- States.
Sun., Mon.
suddenly saddened spectator is conFashions
Bev Hanson cinity of Orange County? Eollins
any table for the editors to doodle
Movie Reviews
_
Jack Mehlek
cerned. When I got a gander at
Special attention has been given
College is known to the people of on once a week at that.) As to
Luke Short's "Station West" of- the doll-faced, dead-panned Jane
in the field of literature to the litCentral Florida as a country club. notices, Frank, >every student who
fers an abundance of action, ex- Greer attempting to portray a
Harry James, Charles Dawson, Harry Baldwin, Tom Snow,
tle man who wasn't there but
Betty Hammer, Robert Neuhaus
Let me ask a simple question.— returned a pink slip in October
citement and melodrama. The cast dance hall queen, ruler of a westshould be. Students, are your works
who has more to do with this rep- was informed of the meeting which
is excellent with one glaring ex- ern underworld, and master of
Photographers
of literature underrated? Is your
Stanley Rudd, Gordon Marks, Kitsy Graham, Kit Bowen, Walter Searson utation than the KAs?
took place in the Alumni House, uniquely inspiring individual styli ception.
mighty men, I sauntered out of
and we are reasonably sure that not appreciated by your English
Apparently
these
superhumans
Dick Powell, continuing his new the theatre to gnaw on some pop.
Proofreaders
they weren't ALL KAs. At that professors?
How
can
you
deal
don't
realize
what
the
rest
of
the
career
as
a
hard
hombre
delivers
Virginia Cheney, Ann Lewis Turley, Juana Bostedo
campus really thinks of them. The meeting, applicants were assign- with professors whose criticism
his role with force and appeal. It
The others capably perform,
Ren-rite
ed to the departments of their
Noah Genz, Joan Strahale. Jan Olson, Josh Poole, John Whitmire. most frequently heard remark in choice, and were gven assignments far from conducive to the develop, is his duty to find the skunk who however, and the usual assortment
Polly Clark, Ann Elizabeth Latimore, Eleanor Smith, Dale Travis, Betty a conversation of girls discussing
ment of singularity, artistic value is filching bags of silver and army of horses, hardened characters,!
J. Garrett, Betty Matthews.
through
the
mail
for
subsequent
in writing? You can't. Do youuniforms from the local stage- sand, and six guns is all in order, |
boys is, "The only trouble with
Play Reviews
him is that he's a KA." The only issues. Our names are in the mast- lie in Virginia Lake all day adGerry Walker, Milton Schwartz, Nan Van Zile
girls who consent to go out with head, Frank, and if you can squeeze justing your mind to the tedious
Features
these monstrocities of brawn are a quick peek a t it in your allotted task of representing nature b(
five minutes, you will know just exFred Rogers, Leslie Boyd, Bill Carmel, Mary Ann Price, Gloria Everingham. Meg Smith, Belford Richards, Marty Rowsey, Marjorie James, the ones who care nothing about actly who to see if you wish to tiful in blank verse, and receive
Slinging Horsefeathers
a mark befitting a moron for not
Merle Hodges, Jeane Hagan, Carol Grasky, Nancy Morrison, Susan Tate, anything of importance. They are
Derek Dunn-Rankin.
the ones who a r e perfectly well work for "your school paper". In- fulfilling the assignment? How
Reporters
satisfied to allow Prexy to see them cidentally, you might also note can one express one's innermost
the number of "preferred jobs"
Bill Goldrick. Robin Merrill, Pat Roberst, Sheila Kelly. Ralph Seidel,
SLINGING HORSEFEATHERS what these Rollins intellect-yo-a!ls
Cnthia Carll, Nancy Crane, Meriel Riddle, Marey Mountcastle, Merle drunk as a skunk a t a football that were "handed" to the KAs. desires and frustrations in t
want is more high brow stuff,
face of such ruthlessly objecti
Hodges, Bettie Merrell. Beverly Jean Hoffman, John E. Stripling, Jane game or to go parking a t 7:30.
Allen Sharpe. Marge Watson, Bob Elman, Claudia Marks, Dana Abbott.
Around the Campus in Eighty
Nothing big, you understand. Just
instructors!
Something ean
The
amount
of
space
given
to
Dixie Koos, Betty Lou Browning, Margy Mountcastle. Beverly Cotter,
The KAs are the type that
Billie Moore, Peggy Lawwill, Ed Granberry, Dick Knott, Randy Walker,
Cliches
a bit of cracker barrel philosophy,
done
about
your
dilemma
—
and
Milton Schwartz, Bud Johnson.
good in one little unimportant the various groups in The Key-now! The administration
By Bob Elman
squeezed now and anon between
Holer
is
determined
only
by
the
thing—intramural a<hletics, and
Layout
"A little knowledge is a dan the Keyholer and the Wax Mausoyour side and willing to help you,
amount
of
copy
turned
in
by
those
yet because of this superiority they
Rae Holden, Jo Ann Dilly. Carol Reed, Sylvia Erikson
gerous thing," my buddy informed leum, or over one of these threeIf your sensitive personality
think themselves to be the cream same groups. One week, by a bels against directing your artis- me. "Yeh," I yeh'd, "but let's n
quarter page College Fashion ads.
Jack Reardon, Marshall Sto'ne, Ann'^MarTe Kerlin, Pat Roberts, Patsy Creel of the crop, the ideal of all ad printer's error, the Crow Call WAS
triculate anyhow. I want to 1: I may talk about campus conditic energies in a Rollins classroo
miring females. The musclemen, separated from the rest of the fra- fiee from Winter Park, on foot
Member
dangerously."
So he went to tions and personalities, or I rant
ternity
news
and
it
was
not
dison the whole, are thick, irrespon:
Princeton, and I wended my wayand rave on political controversies
necessary, to such institutions
Pissocided Q)lle6iaiG Press
ble, disgusting drunkards. They covered until the page proofs were Middlebury College in Vermont southward, through verdant forests (no political bets made through
even go so far as to sneer at the read, and the paper was ready for which is offering two scholarship: of 'simmon trees and blue-grass, this collumn, however. The last
Distributor of
the
presses.
Rather
than
to
hold
really outstanding groups on cam
for the best essay, and for the best palmettoes and razor-backs, mag- election cured me). I may even
Galleeiole Di6est
pus, perhaps out of jealousy. They your weekly five minute sneer up poem. Don't miss this excellent nolias and sandspurs, 'till I came talk about new plays, movies, and
must have a leader in every activ- another two hours, Frank, we r a n opportunity to show HIM, your to little Rollins, set like a gem . . . current Cain or Farrel best sellESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
it
as
it
was
with
many
a
chuckle
You know, my friend still con- ers. Most of the time, in ke
Unassuming yet mighty, shar-p and -pointed, well-rounded yet many ity, regardless of whether he is and dire prediction.
• professor, that you are a potential tends that I misconstrued his re- with an old tradition of the Sand-|
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name qualified for his job or not. ExDrop us another line, Frank, but writer, or author or poet. For you, mark about little knowledge?
spur, I shall talk about nothing i
implies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a peer, ample: Pete Sholley
\ the little man, the introvert, th(
wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these wUl be That brings us to the paper. I sign it next time. You really
Well, upon arriving here, I im- particulai;.
• habitual cynic, who dwells on thi
rate j byline.—Ed.
jound upon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj apply that term loosely. Who ever
mediately
ferreted
out
Pete
SholNow you know t h e scoop. Hj
flavor of the spicy short story, i
the Sandspur. '
can spend more than five minutes
contest by the College Writers i; ley (he was down a t Robbie's, hunt- you have any suggestions, let
Dear Editor:
ing—for
story
material,
of
course);
a week reading that trash that
know
through Pete Sholley or 1
being given to encourage your nev
published under the name of
In last week's SANDSPUR
talent. The first prize is $500.00, and over a couple of denatured Thundering Heard, but please limitj
"Sandspur" certainly belongs to der a column pertinently titled enough to get you started on your Seven-ups I cajoled him into let- yourself to 25 words or less
Here we are again, chillun. A brand new year and a new the feeble-minded class of morons. "Old Timer" there appeared a dii literary career, the second prize ting me do a collumn. This wasn't bear in mind this paper's reputa-j
term to start it oflf with. Live to the hilt because the day Personally, I thought a paper of cussion of the debating team i is S250.00, a marvelous contribu easy, Peter being one of those tion for clean language. Write|
, and who knows ? You may T
Eollins. It is regrettable that th
tion towards your tuition at any green eye-shaded and reactionary
after tomorrow it will be June and we'll be looking back any kind was supposed to be i
pin-ball machine for your very
so-called "old timer" should so well number of colleges looking for your "old-school" editors, trifditionally
over the first half of '49.
partial and disinterested. This
afraid of anything new. However,
have characterized the title by dig talent all over the country,
Six Months. That isn't really so very long, is it? In not the case, however, with the ging up the past instead of findI finally persuaded him to let me j
that time we are supposed to come to a showdown with the "Sandspur". To begin with, a t the ing out the facts of what has been you are at heart an essay writer, have free rein, on the ground that I Until next time then, thank yon
gentle students. It's been vital.
your time has come at long last,
big red bear, Truman's policy is to lead to disaster, the Re-first of the year, the illustrious planned for the future.
The Atlantic Monthly will send you
publican party is to dissolve into political impotency, the editor neglected even to send nogovernment is to deteriorate into a Politburo, the reaction- tices of the first staff meeting to To begin with, may I congratu- with tuition free to the Bread Loaf
aries in Congress are going to cripple the defense program the groups on campus on which late the author of this critique for School of English at Bread Loaf,
by isolationist policies. Great Britain is due to collapse from he looked down upon, there- picking the most inappropriate Vermont, for your essay. Poets!
economic stagnation, the air lift will be called oflf during by cutting them completely out of time possible for the publication The Dartmouth Quarterly publication will give you anywhere from
the winter in abeyance to Russian demands, Nationalist any part on their school paper. of this article. Undoubtedly ar
forces in China will team up with the Communists, the Na- Preferred jobs on the paper were fluencial factor in his choice of $1.00 to $10.00 for your poem,
ore's your boss with the
is A Night In Tunisia, (nee How|
$10.00 for your story. They
tional Association of Manufacturers will forment a shut- handed over either to KAs or to dates was the fact that Profe^i
down to force out unionism, the unions will forment a na- their cohorts on the campus. Thus William B. Whitaker, head of the desperate for new material; they sauce back on a Dixie kick to make High The Moon). . .
have
a
deadline
to
make;
don't
let
speech
department
at
Rollins,
hap
tion-wide strike to force out the National Association of the sad result we how have to
ith the fine line and spectacula
Pushing his way out of the House]
pens to be at the University of them down! Are your future plans
Manufacturers, France will go communist, France will go read every week.
vernacular for another few month; That Bop Built into the p
Wisconsin getting his Doctor's de- directed toward becoming an outFascist, Italy will curl up and die, the U.N. is to smother
Trust you all had a joyous set sunlight of Broadway, the jazzoI suppose that it is only right, gree. Could it be that this Si
standing
author?
Do
you
want
in its own vetoes, Yugoslavia is to indulge in civil war, inflation is to hit new heights, and as a result of increased however, whereas all the other cious old man would be afraid of your books on the same shelf as of 1^'s—or 365's . . - Spent th( phile finds himself covered with
frats only get a few columns in Professor Whitaker's rebuttal? Il "Keys to the Kingdom", "Arrow- Big Night a t the Royal Roost dig smoke. Blame it on the Camel J
taxes, a protest march is to be made on Washington.
the paper every week, the KAswould seem that, although Profes- smith", the "Epic of America"
ging t h e Charlies Venture and across the Alley. A turn to the]
Happy New Year.
get their own individual column sor Whitaker is gone, his reputa- and "Forever Amber"?
Don't
Parker bop the old one out and right and a little white light brin;
every time. As I said, this is tion still lingers.
waste any more time. The Lit
new one in! The Main Stem him to the comer of Broadway ai
only right; for after all, aren't
erary Fellowship for Professional
During Professor
Whitaker'i
nad, with the Roost (Metro- 52nd, and, more important, to the
the only people of worth on this
Authors is asking you to submit
leave of absence, Mrs. Whitaker
politan
Bopra House to the "crew") Clique Club, where the small meet
campus KAs?
a manuscript (and incidentally it
has carried on his fall term classes
and its partner in slime, the Clique,
The yearbook is another source very capably. In December, she needn't be finished), in order to hanging out the SRO signs nightly. to crawl. The site was formerly a
encourage
your
flare
for
writing
of prejudice exhibited by the KAs. is going to join her husband
The Roost, a rejuvenated gin- Case Clothes warehouse, and every
Notice the lack of snapshots in the Wisconsin. Is it not understand- novels and start you along the
By Mariel
ill, is as sharp as a tack, with a hour on the hour the boys in the
1947-48 Tomokan of the other able, therefore, that there are no road to literary achievement. Not milk-bar in the back. The word's band swing from the gas-pipe racks
QUESTION: How would you improve the Sandspur?
groups on campus as compared to debate or forensic activities plan- only are potential masters
going around that the addition and do a singing commercial. The
Bob Boyle, Junior—The Sandspur has improved greatly over the those of the KAs. The longest ned for the school year 1948-49? writing invited to pursue th'
of this cub canteen was bYought "boys in the hand" are, readingj
past three years. A few deviations on type of layout and features write-up in the whole book? The Or perhaps the "old timer" would careers where they are really £
predated, but the Social Worker about by the bebop boys, whose from left to right, Milt Jackson,
KAs, naturally.
might add variety in the future.
like to take over? He seems to
is given the opportunity to meet Mohammedan religion forbids the Dexter
Gordon, Miles Davis,
How much longer are the stu- know just what should be done in
Dallas Williams, Sophomore—Why don't you have some features
of liquor to anyone not in the
the challenge of their interests a t
" F a t s " Navarro, Lucky Thompson,
about our interesting professors. Some of them are almost human! dents of this college going to the department.
Atlanta University, the Boston 21 Club. The joint was designed
Next year, Professor Whitaker College School of Social Work, by an insolvent trombonist, who Kai Winding, So on, and So Forth.
Sidney Lanier, Senior—Maybe it's my own state of mind, but stand for this tripe going on right
the whole effort seems trivial and pointless. Too many beautiful under their noses? I realize that will be with us again. He has Boston University,
Bryn Mawr, couldn't meet the payments on his Freddie Robbins, who is a suburb;, and, after a night-school an Symphony Sid, who is an e
trees have to be sacrificed for the newsprint. Journalism, or the the KA group is smart enough to planned many additions and im-Carnegie Institute of Technology,
ability to take facts and reduce them to their lowest common denom- know that the outstanding men on provements in the speech depart- Fordham University, Smith Col- course in Middle-Eastern Archi- lightened Martin Bloch, who is
inator, is learned quiclcly enough along with bigotry and whiskey campus are too mature to bother ment. Instead of the present Dis- lege, and many others as you will tecture, was commissioned to build lowbrow Deems Taylor, (whew)
themselves with what childish cussion and Debate course, he
dringin' when you get into the "real" world.
see on the bulletin board in Ly- the Royal Roost.
MC's a frantic floor show. It's not
actions the KAs may commit. But would like to have two separate
After walking through the pasman Hall. You can earn scholarbetter literary magazine, Raise for heaven's sake! At the rate courses. I t is this reader's suga 20—Beautiful Girls—20 deal, but
Spend the money and time for
ships to these schools, too. The sage-way, an experience similar
your sights—the country needs n< more vulgarizing.
things are going now, this college gestion that the "old timer" take
laze-running, he hipster finds 13 cats and a mouse, the ravishirgi
University of Oregon is waiting
will be just a KA bar in another the course in debate and learn
for you to contact them the next himself face-tb-face with horn a- rodent being the first lady of bop25 years.
something of the problems which chance you have if you are inter- plenty. For a 90c tab, he settles Sarah Vaughn. The gone Miss
Why don't the KAs get wise to have to be met in the organization ested in either Chemistry, Physi- down in his reupholstered sarcoph- Vaughn glissandoes her way froiu
themselves? They have fine po- of a debate team. There are also cal Education, History, Mathe- agus and is duly "sent" by Messrs. A Gentleman Friend to You
tentalities,' if they would only use plans being formulated for a de- matics, the Medical or Social Sci- Ecstine, Venture and Parker. The
them in the right ways. Right bate team which will engage in ences as well. How would you like music is gigantic. Natch. All bop. It Madness, pausing only in the
now, I don't think any honest per- formal intercollegiate debates.
to take a trip to Haiti ? Of course Natch. The nearest they come to coda to let her accompanimen'
son on this campus could be proud
n Among the Sheltering Palms catch up with her. Musically, that
It is my hope that the next time you would, for there you can inThursday, January 13—
to say he was a KA. How could the author of this literary master- crease your knowledge of far away
it . . .
he?
Why
don't
you
all
go
bury
places
and
various
cultures
on
5:00—John Martin Series—Prof. Saute speaking. Congregational
the American-Scandinavian Founpiece sounds off, he will look into
yourselves ?
The Andrews Sisters are still in
Church.
the present and into the plans for which to base literary work. You dation. For more information about
7:15—International Relations Club—Mr. Williams of the State
the future, rather than content can visit Haiti during the 200th European study, contact the Amer- mourning for their dachshund, who
-Scandinavian Foundation at died of frustration when he foun^
Department will speak on the foreign service. Alumni
Although the Sandspur is try- himself with reminiscing about the anniversary of the founding of
Port-au-Prince by composing a 116 East 64th Street, New York 21, out that Lassie wasn't a lassie, sU
House.
Anonymous
ing to uphold a policy of not print- past.
story; or as a second prize you
York, who are anxious to pro- there are no new records to chop
ing unsigned letters, this little
Saturday, January 15—
can win $500.00 for your personal mote and develop your interests p this week.
item was just too choice not to Dear Sir:
bank
account.
To
finish
up,
the
And now for a bit of terse verse
along
continental lines.
3:30—Scollard Memorial
the Chapel. Mrs. Jessie Rittenhouse hand on to you. Whatever your
Since most members of my famT further and detailed infor- from the pen of Scattergood Stang:
Scollard.
opinion, it makes interesting read- ily read your report "The Killers" rarest opportunity of all is being
sponsored
by
t
h
e
American-ScanWhen
you see your chick, shout
mation
concerning
how
you
can
ily.
on November 25, about my cousin dinavian Foundation to study in
Monday, January 17—
soar through life in a world of
"Oo-bop-sha-bam,"
The Sandspur will make no ef- "One Eye Tai", we feel terribly Sweden, various fellowships be- knowledge and appreciation of your And 'though she knows you're 3'
8:15—Lecture—Mr Sleight. Casa Iberia
fort to refute you, Frank Frustra- sorry about his behavior, especial- ing given also to study in Den- personal talent, consult t h e bullying, she'll go out like a lainb'
tion, as to your opinion of the KAs ly because he was looked upon as mark, Iceland, Norway and Swed- letins located on campus that are
Tuesday, January 18—
Jug Stang
member of our family. Therebecause that is not up to us. If
there
for
your
benefit
aad
ac8:15—"Pursuit of Happ
starts Annie Russell Theatr
you had signed your name, we fore we decided to take out his I (graduate work).
I knowledgment, and realize that
Professor Saute has announced
from
our
Genealogical
Recwould
probably
admire
you
for
Wednesday, January 19—
Also given for 1949-50 is a Uni- your potentialities are t h e source that there will be no prizes give"
your outspoken manner, but as ord.
intrigue all over the United to students for selling tickets i^
irsity Course for American Stu6:00—Organ Vespers, Chapel.
long as you haven't, you'll pardon | As we understand, Mr. Knott
the Raymond Swing lecture. Howdents in Sweden at the University States and Europe,
7:30—Alpha Phi Pledge Party. Basement of Center.
us, but it looks a little petty.
|
(Continued on page 4)
ever tickets a r e still available »
of Stockholm at $250.00 a term, by
Gerard S. Walker
Mr. Saute's office, Carnegie 12Dear Editor;
Enough is enough.
How long will the students on
this campus continue to let their
college be ruined by the prejudices
and foolish pride of a few groups?
I think everyone knows of the situation I'm talking about, the practices of the KAs and several others.
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CAMPUS KEYHOLERS

SANDSPUR

Leland Stowe
Opens Lectures

A.F.L Sponsors
Essay Contest

A n Attempt To Abrogate
Censure O f The Center

Matthew Woll, Chairman of the
Leland Stowe, one of America's
Workers Education Bureau of the
Alpha Phi Phun
foremost foreign correspondents, By Dr. Yischa, B.S.A. (Emeritus)
1st member, "Did you see m e ? " American Federation of Labor anNews
comes
from
our
was the opening speaker on the
'Twas the week after Christmas
There are those who still per2nd member, "Boy, did I!"
nounced today the opening of an
graduate, Claudia Hutchiso
Dorothy Lockhart 1949 Town Hall sist that all time spent by tht
I and all thru our house every Chi
1st member, "Really stoned, essay contest among undergradushe is working in her fathe
Series held January 11 a t the Win- students in the Center must of neJ Omega was singing the praises of
h
u
h?"
ate students in U.S. colleges on the
niture store in Washingti
and ter Park High School. Mr. Stowe's
J the long winter's rest. Janet Ott
cessity be wasted. It is our belief
2nd
member,
"Boy,
I'll
say!"
subject of "Isms": "What Ism Do
that she plans to be married in subject was "The Soviet Crisis:
had just returned from a trip to
that.this is fallacious and untrue,
1st member, "See me in Rob- You Choose: Anarchism, CommunSeptember.
Although
we
miss
The Problem It Poses".
Key West with Ibby Mallet. Jan
A visitor entering the Rollins bies?"
Claude, we now have Gladys to
ism, Fascism, Socialism, Ameri.^ Chambers "brung in the bacon" in
Other speakers included in the Student Center feels immediately
2nd member (with upraised eye- canism?"
take her place. Gladys is a pure- 1949 Town Hall Series are the
• the form of a station wagon, and
that he has found a perfect havei brows), "Boy, did I!"
bred "dawg", belonging to Mag- Trapp Family Singers, Louis Loch* Ruth Schmidt brought back a
Six prizes — $350, $250, $200,
from the intellectual tension of th^
1st member (after long and
nolia and Cecil, and she has al- ner, Edward R. Murrow, Marquis
' smooth tan from vacationing in
world. No knotty problems in world pregnant silence, sighs), "Yes sir, $100 (two) $50—will be awarded
ready won her way into the hearts Childs and Elmer Davis, the lat^ Hollywood. Bev Burkhart reportto the winning papers a t the 25th
affairs here, no troublesome ide- really stoned."
of the Alpha Phis.
" ed West Point A-A-A!! Pledges
ter to speak off-the-record in a ologies being thrashed out, no po2nd member (after silence of anniversary dinner of the New
'* Ewing McAlIester and Lib LatJackie Bullock chalked up an- closed meeting for
litical theory, no ethics, no philos- similar length), "Boy, were you Leader at the Waldorf Astoria
^ imore were partying in Chattanooother success at the water-show scribers.
Hotel on March 6. The Board of
ophy, no religious discussion; as a
^ ga, and Pat Roberts was visiting
at Melbourne last week, when she
matter of fact, very little discusIf properly executed this inter- Judges consists of Dr. Harry D.
^ in Nashville,.
again performed with Dick Pope end having such familiar faces as sion at all. The steady members
change can kill the time till Sun- Gideonse, President of Brooklyn
on water skiis.
Earl Flanagan, Howard Fisher, of
the fabulous
Round-Table day Beanery with the utmost dis- College, Professor Allan Nevins
'
Chi 0 is mighty proud of our
It's nice to have "Louie" Rother- and Torchy and Shelley Marks, Clique have brought the principle patch.
of the American History Depart^ own Nan Van Zile being awarded
mell in the house with us now that Earl is still in the nut business in of complete mental relaxation out
' the Sullivan Award.
Perhaps by this time our vis- ment of Columbia University and
she's an Alley-flea pledge. And Dayton and seems to be doing of the realm of theory and have itor's untrained mind is reeling Professor Sidney Hook, Chairman
We welcome Meg Smith into the
we're also very proud to say that allreet. Fish brings back tales of put it into actual practice. Should from ennui, and he breaks away of the Department of Philosophy,
^ hallowed halls of Strong.
she became a Phi Beta pledge last the cold outside world and says the visitor find a chair vacant near from the circle, vowing to return
ew York University.
Crow Call
By the time the first weekend
Friday . . . . Congratulations, that he has to get up every m
this celebrated group, he would when he has built up his mental
The essay contest, Mr. Woll
rolled around Gail Gordon found
Joe "it's getting bigger all the Louie!
ing
at
5:45.
But
then
that's
just
soon
learn
the
basic
principles
of
stamina by staring a t a blank wall stated, was inspired by the i-ecenthis way up from the Univ. of Miami time" Master spent the holiday
a "Fish" tale. Torchy and Shel the invaluable »rt of conversation for a few hours. He slumps into ly published autobiography Tomor^' to pay a cfll on Phyllis Portong at casa KA, and absorbed everyly reported a visit from Janie without thought. Mind you, he
Kappa Capers
Is Beautiful by Lucy Robins
sep leather couch by the front
1^ With them a t El Patio Saturday thing in the house library from
With the 3-day-late arrival of Marshman, and also told us that would be able to grasp only the door, tries to collect his thoughts Lang (Macmjllan), "but" he addnight were Dixie Koos and Lee Thackary (10 volumes) to Tom
smphatically, "This project is
Beckett. Jean Cartwright spent Swift's Adventures with his Fly- Mary Claparols and Dot Stone, Nina Lou Fisher and Jean Cohn barest essentials, for to become and dump them back into his unproficient in this art, long hours conscious after the manner of the
a subterfuge to promote the
the Kappas started the new year are both happily married and 1
the weekend in DeLand.
ing Machine. When we all rebabies.
must be devoted to keeping the masters. As he sits there, two sale of the book." • The author has
Betty Hammer hasn't broken hei turned, Joe was sitting in front of off with a bang. Lee Bongart
mind completely somnolent. This men enter. Even as a novice, he forfeited royalties to make the
Alice
O'Neal
surprised
us
by
c
N New Year's resolution yet! How'; a cold fireplace, stroking the head
wWl
be
hard
at
first,
but
with
dils able to t a g them as Greats as contest possible. "I feel," Mr.
-H every one else standing by theirs 1 of his favorite afghan hound (Joe ing in with Marj . . . Alice brought
Alpha Phi Lambda
igent application, unruly thoughts !oon as they enter by their ex- Woll said, "that the Ism contest
;
P.S. Who is Murkatroy Ytm. tells us it is a sort of beige) with her a beautiful Cocker SpanDuring vacation . . . Johnson T. and ideas will vanish completely, quisitely nonchalant slouches. They represents an unusual opportunity
iel, which, after being introduced
i mitw?
smoking old newspapers crumpled
to Mrs. Enright, promptly commit- took the train to Michigan, bought leaving the mind in the exalted peer through the throng at the to focus the student mind on the
up in his pipe, and quoting Omar
state of stagnation.
il and political problems which
ted the most unthinkable of faux a Buick, and drove back in
table, and, after a few seconds'
Kayam a t the KA crest over the
«i
Phi Musings
hours. Willie Crompton studied
pas! Cute creature!
Let us assume that our visitor cogitating they slump down next they must face and eventually cope
mantelpiece.
^
The greatest j a r we've had yet
At the swell X Club weekend at the bull fighters of our Southern has seated himself with proper to the visitor on the couch. He with."
Flash! The chase is drawing the Pelican were Martha D. with neighbors. Charlie Eddy spent New awe and deference in the outer sits for a few minutes, exhilirated
^ was when Nancy Burgess cam<
Tomorrow Is Beautiful is spon""' back from the vacation with th( to a close. From where we sit it Max G., C. P. with Scotty, Gloria Years Eve in the club car of the fringes of the Clique's satellites. by the nearness, until a freshman
sored by the Workers Education
," well-known diamond on the you would seem that "Lizard-bait" W. with Dub, Deener with Hank, Champion. Bob McCue and Chas, He is in luck, Dne of the Clique girl glides past their vantage point.
Bureau of America. hThe contest
Copeland
is
outdistancing
"90
Robinson
drove
from
one
end
of
' know-which finger! All kinds o:
and Billie with Jim.
is about to spt . The circle waits The visitor holds his breath as he closes January 30, 1049. Essays
shots and never a burp" Sholley by
'^ good wishes, Nancy gal.
Martha D. came back from the Florida to the other in an attempt in respectful i nee as he sloshes feels the nearest one to him shift should be mailed to Workers Edu^" We entertained our lil' pledges a length at the clubhouse turn.
holidays with delightful tales of to locate Bob Heath and Jack Rear- his Coca-Cola
his most abstruse
weight. He speaks:
cation Bureau of America, 1440
Paul Binner and Norby manner.
^ Sunday morning with a breakfast
John "I shot a 72 but lost the her sister's wedding. She was maid den.
Whozat?"
Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
card" Gray has been seen strik- of honor in a lovely formal wed- Mintz, who apparently had too
' at 8:30 in the living room.
"Was I stoned last night!"
lis cohort pivots his eyeballs.
much
vacation,
finally
rolled
in
two
^' 1 wasn't easy (to get up, that is) but ing sparks at several of the local ding, . . Bee Godfrey spent Christ2nd member, "Boy, were you
Dunno."
bistros with various and sundry mas traveling ahout from place days late. Stanley Rudd mauled
fun!
1st member, "I really was?'
Nice, h u h ? "
THOMPSON-REEVES
•^ Congrats to Gretchen and all thi females, our roving rapscallion in- to place. . . Mouse and Nancy M. the golf ball over a muddy Ashe2nd member, "Boy, I'll say!"
Yeah,"
S others who made Phi Beta thi; formed us. Open season, girls!
attended the Orange Bowl. . . the ville course. Bel. Richards drove
John "Red hot" Fitzgerald might rest of us just kind of drank egg Maine way to see his bride to be.
"» year!
Drive as if your life depended
The third floor of Lyman Hall
It isn't every girl who is asited just possibly be seeing more of nog and opened presents. All in
ATTENTION
upon it—it does.
shook with fury last week as the
T by Gatorland's K.A.s at 8 in t b one of our prettier tenniseers. Just all it was a wonderful holiday.
Anyone
who
is
interested
in
rumor
thoughPhi Lams welcomed home Tom
'" cold, early morning is it, Maggi<
Mullen. Tom, who thought he working on the news staff of the
" and Joanne? And what was that
Ed "St. Louis Woman" Taylor
T^eta Tid-Bits
would like a larger school, returned Sandspur please come to the
*' important business that kept them has been seeing quite a Mt of
Sandspur
office in Alumni
^ here all of 20 minutes? Nope, and Sleuth Bucannon lately. We don't
The Thetas came back from a to Rollins after one term a t Ten- House Friday, January 4 at 5
"! those red faces weren't red from think he's quite your type Ed.
ip roaring vacation, but the first nessee State.
' sunburn, were they, girls?
Post New Year celebrations at
Incidentally, our boy Ed got .•eek of school slowed them down
little in more than one way. El Patio found Bob' and Gretchen,
himself engaged over the holidays. Congratulations, Ed. (Ed. Hobo" came back in grand style Fred and Joan, Marshall and ShirDelta Chi News
/ith her car and Wally, her dog. ley, Jack and Toots, giving Fred
note: Creak, creak!)
Will Receive Expert Care by Us '
jj Well, all the Delta Chis are hack.
Rocky, Sue, and Betsy were miss- McFalls a birthday party. Said
^ No particular news about the boys
Leader Shoe Shop
a few days, but they finally Fred, after one year of draft evaIndependent
Furbars
We
have
just employed an expert spotter—Graduate
on campus but a few items about
528 Park Ave., So.
made it. Our most pleasant sur- sion, "Stay loose."
m Delt alums namely Phil Greene
Orchids should be given to every prise was Sandy Reinsmith's visit,
Anyone interested in the dog
of National Dry Cleaners Institute
Winter Park, Fla.
" and wife plus new baby, Mary Lin- one on the Independent basketball
was spending her vacation in races see Bocky Smith. He cleaned
da, at St. Mary's in Palm Beach team, but seeing that is a financial
Florida and was on her way back up last weel;.
WE DO BERLOU GUARANTEED MOTHPROOFabout two weeks ago. Both mother, absurdity, we're giving them a
to Cedar Crest.
child and father doing fine. "No- basketball of their very own to
ING — GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS
No guesses—no messes.
; Doz" Graham is a t University of bounce. To our honorable coach,
Miami and has been working in George Johnson, we gave a T-bone
' That
the "Rainbow Knit and Bookshop" steak dinner a t Harper's. What
Seemed like oh times this
Better wait than never.
in Coral Gables. He reports that a picture he made surrounded "by
*:

C h i O Capers

Quite a group of Clubbers went
over to the Pelican for a surprisingly warm weekend. Those on
hand were Frank Pollack and Dale
Travis, Bob Smathers and Cookie
Swift, Scotty Witherall and Carol
Posten, Happy Clark and Bev Hansen, Hank Gooch and Dianne Vigeant, Jim Imand and Billie Moore,
Harvard Cox, and Doris Jensen,
Max Grulke and Martha Dalrymple, Arbie and Nancy Frye,
Marty Swift and Barbara Dilley,
Bobby Van Hoose and Ewing McAllister, Cecil Van Hoose and Mag
nolia, Dub Palmer and Gloria
Weichbrodt, Jupe Arnold and Gin
ger. Earl Flanagan and Mary Bailey, and Howard Fisher and Janet
Hetzel. Dick and Mimi Darty w
the genial chaperones.

Your Dry Cleaning

HandicraftStudio
211 E. Welbourne Ave.

ll he handles books with no diffi- IS tenacious (dictionary definition:
p culty but he can't get used to knit- "holding fast") gals.
; ting. A woman came into the shop
It was good to have Ginny Guaand asked for "Rustic Gray" by risco back to college even if it was
Forstmann. He combed the shelves only for four days. Hope your
" for 15 minutes before he realized mother's better soon. Gin!
I it was a ball of knitting wool! InYour reporter discerned this Sati cidentally, both Phil and Norman urday night behind platters of la
send their best to all their friends pizza; Jin zand Billy, Lynn and
George. Marion and Sid, Noah and
here.
' Bo and Winona Gillespie had P. J., Connie and Jack, Jug, Elaine
'• their nuptials December 26 a t the and Bob.
t Chapel and are now continuing
II their education a t Florida State.
Pi Phi Patter
. Pris Likely is now wearing Jack
new year has begun for the
Northrup's pin. by the way.
Phis. Everyone is back de'• Howie Walters and Wes Emery
claring that they had a glorious
1 were back from Tulane and BosChristmas holiday. Vacations were
i« ton University respectively. Unspent in blizzards and in sun^ fortunately classes had ended for
e. New Year's Day saw Pi
I the holidays before thoy arrived
i in The Rose Bowl Sugar
but many local Delts were able
1, and Orange Bowl—
* to see them again.
our Prexy, Jean, was seen at
The Steel Bowl (in Burr lingham,
*
X Clubbers Excerpts
that is!!) . . . And now, we've all
^ All of the angels of the X Club come back, complete with new
r's resolutions and good inteni came back reporting what a grand
f holiday they had had. and how tions for "49". . . . That is, we're
w they had done their little bit to get all back except Van Louis and
, everyone in the Christmas "spirit". Pledge Claudia Marks. Claudia's
* Pete Dye got his Tuesdays slightly new year's resolution was to plan
•* mixed up and got back a little her marriage to David L. Upham of
|t late, but now we have all of the Mt. Vernon, Ohio, which will take
place in early spring. . . .
I members back in the fold.
We're all proud of Pianist Laura,
Jolly old Santa was ver>- pood
' to several of our members. Bud- who' won first prize in a Horace
! dy Tate came back with a brand Heidt contest while in New York.
new eight shot cap pistol that will Congrats, Laura! . . . Margy is
fit perfectly in the left hand in- back to work, rehearsing in "Pur' side pocket of his National Guard suit of Happiness" . . . Angels
. Uniform. Harry Hancock got a dntinp their last yeiir's flames are
. standing free pass to any barber Bobbie and "Curly Purly", Nitse
, shop in Clearwater for the year and Tom, Jean MoraI and Don, and
, 1949. Jim Imand autographed a Carol and Cathy v•ith their two
' football book written by himself Sigma Nus, Dick an d Frank;
d, !for B X . Bible. (If any
icerely of course, there are' our steadies
and earnestly want advi
about Pat and Ed, and Ell ie and Gordon
The Pi Phis also want to congratwhether they should
ulate Marge Sommer, whose endaughters play football
books autographed, s
Dr.
and gagement and approaching
,^ ^ ^ .ight across from Jack | riage to J. Walter Tucker of Or' McDowall's room.)
Bob Daniels 1 lando, was announced during the
' collected!
.^ii.™...! his
1,;^ first
first do
,l,%n>.r from his holidays. The wedding will be in
X Year's | June.
old age pension on
Eve. Happy Clark received a DuOur Province President
com, barry Success Course from an un- ing dowr this weekend, so. MEX;
". known admirer.
Last, but not heed thi; warning; let's start the
I least, H a n a n l Cox's mother gave
off right! Give us back
, him a $2.1)9 Toni Wave Kit.
! Thanx!

Yarns, Argyle Paks,

Iwine's

Reliable Cleaners. Inc.
140 W. Fairbanks

Bobs, Needles

ONE BLOCK FROM COLLEGE

Winter Park
rark Ph<
rharmacy
144 East Park Ave.

(Between A & P and Piggly Wiggly Stores)

ELIZABETH S. BAYLES

EVENING IN PARIS
MAX FACTOR
ELMO'S

The Pioneer Cleaners of Winter Parl<

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS
A Particular Place for Particular People

)

121 West Park Ave.
Phone 197
Free Parking on West Park Ave.

Maitland, Florida

WARD'S HOLIDAY INN
Steak & Chicken Dinners
Cocktail Bar

AVe Cater to Parties

TOURISTS WELCOME
Halfway Between Sanford and Orlando
On Rte. 17-92
Phone W.P. 9174-J

Fairbanks Avenue Barber Shop
Winter Park's Newest and Most Modern Shop
SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN'S
HAIRCUTS
Closest to the Campus

Oar am Biuc3tioaBnra\/d Service^
NOW READY TO SERVE YOU. . .
Established especially t o advise a n d assist t h e
student traveler i . . this n e w division is n o w
ready t o h e l p you p l a n vacation t r a v e l ; : ;
o r g a n i z e your foreign study p r o g r a m . : :
h a n d l e all a r r a n g e m e n t s for g r o u p s o r individuals. A m e r i c a n Express buys steamship,
air, rail tickets . . . makes h o t e l reservations
: . . a r r a n g e s sightseeing a n d o t h e r details.
158 offices a n d bureaus in 2 6 countries t o
serve you.
When you fravet..,

NMNC STir
ABKOADf
y, Ed
tional Travel Dlvl
330 E Plagl r St
Miami Fla., f(
. deacr bing
ties f
and c stalls . t ed
tional faoiliti
foreigr
PLA

"VVrl

always profecf your funds wHh

American Express Travelers Cheques

AMERICAN EXPRESS
Travel Service,

all

ROLLINS

FOUR

SANDSPUR

Hot-Shots Rout
Snow-Birds 18-34

TARS and FEATHERS
By Cecil Van Hoose
Men's intramural basketball got with the X Club hot on their trail
underway last Tuesday night with We will publish the standings just
the KAs playing the Lambda Chis as soon as they are available.
in the season's lid-litter. Due to > Intramural crew began last Mon.
the Sandspur deadline, we are un- day with all fraternities partici- Rollins
Stars
Finish
able to bring you the results of pating. Each group has to put
Second and Third
the games for this week but we a total of 12 practice sessions I
In Singles
will t r y to give you an idea as to fore they can race for the intraIn the Dixie Tennis Tournament
how the league shapes up this year. mural cup. The Sigma Nus
The league will be much faster the cup last year. This is the one held last week Garner Larned and
than it was last year due to the sport at Rollins which seems to Buddy Behrens successfully defended their Dixie doubles crpwn
fact that football players can par- be a wde-open affair and quiti
by defeating the Atlanta combinaticipate in it and probably the best bit of rivalry exists.
basketball in Central Florida, if
Alice O'Neal and Lee Bongart tion of Bryant Grant and Russel
not in the State of Florida, will be who graduated from Rollins last Bobbtt with a 6-3, 6-3, 6-». In the
seen in Rec Hall this year. Each year have returned to this vicinity singles matches Lamed topped
team has been carrying on individ- in order to keep their golf game in Buddy Behrens of Rollins in what
ual practice session and they are shape during the winter months was considered a slight upset as
shaping up in fine style. The KAs, The Phi-Lambs won the intramural Behrens was seeded No. 2 and Larwith practically the same team tennis cup. Paul Binner and Wil ned No. 3 in the tournament. Larthey had last year plus Ed Sirmons lard Crompton nosed out Dub ned went on to the finals against
and Johnny Grey will be hard to Palmer and Scotty Wetherall in the Garner Malloy of Miami. After
beat. The KAs won the trophy finals. . . . The KAs paced by Paul forcing the play against Malloy
last year by winning all their Klinefelter, Milf Talton, and Bud for the first five games, Larned
games. Paul Klinefelter and Bud dy McBride won the intramural could not stand the pace and lost
dy McBride are back and will prob- golf championship. Jupe Arnold the match 1-6, 6-2, 6-3, 6-2.
ably spearhead the KA attack.
of the X Club took individual honThundering Heard—
The X Club, runners-up last ors in the tourney.
(Continued from page 2)
year are going to be stronger this
was one of the best foreign friendi
year with the addition of Swackof my cousin. Since "One Eye
er, Hancock, and Faye from the
Tai" left home 10 years ago and
football team. With four fastunderstood Western culture well,
breaking forwards in Arnold, Cox,
I suggest that if there is any
Smathers, and Motch, the Clubbers
empty space on your Rollins Honwill run most defenses ragged.
or Roll, I wish you would put his
The Lambda Chis look lik* a Gardner Larned, former National name on it. If Mr. Knott does
dark horse in the league. Brake- Intercollegiate
Champion,
will that, the report will always be
field and Brown are back and with head a delegation of three Rollins remembered by the Rollins Famsome of their new pledges they Tennis stars who will compete in ily.
should be hard to handle.
the West Coast Tennis Champion- Sincerely yours. Four Eye Tai
The Sigma Nus are going to ship Tournament that will be held
field a powerful team with Clyde in St. Petersburg next week.
Editor in Chief,
Stevens and Oscar Cashwell as the
The other members making the Rollins Sandspur:
mainstays.
With Natolis and trip are Ricardo Balbiers, who
Twentieth Century-Fox is lookBrinegar from the football team gained national recognition in the ing for the country's most beautithey should be hard to handle.
Sugar Bowl Tournament by beat- ful and talented college freshman
Colonel Sam Burcher's Delta Chi ing Gardner Mulloy, Davis Cup woman. We do not propose to
lads will probably be stronger this Star and Number 8 in the country steal her away from her books or
year with their new pledges. Dave and semi-finalist in the Dixie Tour- to feature her in a forthcoming
Larson is back' and ditto for Frank nament held last week in Tampa.
picture, although her reward for
Blayer. With these three you have
The last Rollins netter entered her natural endowments will be an
a nucleus for a good basketball in the West Coast is Norman Cope- all-expense trip to Hollywood as
team. They will probably pull a land, who reached the semi-finals
guesti Reason for all this is
few upsets.
in the recent Florida Open Court our forthcoming Technicolor comedy drama "Mother Is A FreshThe Independents with Mickey Championship in Jacksonville.
Hayworth and Les Brown plus two
The West Coast Tournament is man", co-starring Van Johnson
or three new students are the team
le of the oldest in the state of
d Loretta Young. We plan to
to watch this year. They looked Florida and is expected to draw world premiere "Mother Is A
rather strong in scrimmage against many nationally known tennis Freshman" simultaneously in 12
the Sigma Nus last week.
players from all over the country.
illege towns early in March. We
The Alpha Phi Lambdas should
Heading this list is Gardner now turn to you, as an expert on
be stronger this year now that Mulloy, who won the tournament the college scene and ask you to
Johnson Tai has had a year of ex- last year when he upset National
• us collect a list of 12 colperience. They have a bunch of Champion Richard Gonzales in the leges either co-ed or girls' schools
new pledges and should give a finals.
the order of your choice, which
good account of themselves.
your considered opinion contain
There should be plenty of good
From this resume we can defi- tennis if Mulloy meets either Bal: most beautiful and talented
nitely say that the league will be biers or Larned. In Balbiers' case freshman woman. For your inmuch stronger than it was last it will be the rubber match be- formation it is not, we repeat,
year with much better basketball tween them as Balbiers defeated necessary that they be mothers in
being played. I talked with Joe Mulloy in the Sugar Bowl and Mul- order to compete. In the "Mother
Justice about the standings for the loy returned the trick last week Is A Freshman" contest we will
Cierk Trophy and due to various in Tampa. Larned who has met
I conduct individual selection
reasons these are not available. Mulloy only once this year will be contests in each of the colleges
However, unofficially speaking, the out to avenge his loss last week named by the majority of college
KAs are in the lead for the trophy in the finals of the Dixie.
editors, one winner to be picked
from each campus, on the basis of

Rollins Netters To
Play A t St. Pete

In a post-season thriller, brawn
(and brain?) triumphed over beauty (and gentleness) when the X
Club Hot Shots defeated the Alpha
Phi Snow-Birds in what was probably the first co-ed basketball game
to take place in dear old Rec Hall.
Behind by IB points at the opening whistle and the honor of dear
old Gale HaU (and a keg) at stake,
the clubbers came from behind
early in the fourth quarter to put
the game and the keg on ice. Happy Clarke, dressed as Gypsy Rose
Lee, was easily the outstanding
performer for the winners. His
performance won him the coveted
title of "Tangerine Queen". Harvey Cox and Artie Swacker had
their hands full in trying to control the tricky maneuverings of
"Deadeye" Jensen and "Bubbles"
Brooks, the Alpha Phi Mainstays.
Harry Hancock's famous
last
words were, "There were so many
curves being thrown, I thought it
was a baseball game." Final score
was 48 to 34, favor of the X Club.

Winter Football
Starts This Week
Coach Jack McDowall is expected to issue his annual call this
week for Winter football practice
to be held at Harper-Sheppard
Field. The practice is scheduled
for four weeks and should give
her beauty, student body activities,
and talent in any of the lively arts.
These contests will be conducted
during our world premiere festivities in the college towns selected. The 12 winning freshmen will
,11 receive prizes with the all-expense trip to Hollywood going to
all-American freshman girl. On
which campuses do we find our
girls?
Twentieth Century-Fox
New York, N. Y.
You need look no further.—Ed.

THEIAS' DEFEAT
INDEPENDENTS
FDR GAGE GRDWN
Sandspur All-Star Team
Selections Also
Announced
The Kappa Alpha Thetas downed
a fighting Independent team by a
score of 36 to 28 to win the girls'
intramural basketball trophy last
month. The end of the season saw
the Thetas, New Students, and Independents tied for the championship and a three-way tournament
was decided upon. The New Students defeated both the Thetas and
the Independents but could not accept the trophy because they were
the freshman team. The official
Sandspur all-star team is composed
of Yvonne Fulton, Ginny Apgar,
Ewing McAllister, and Doris Jensen a t Forwards and Nancy Morrison, Harriet Kirby, Sheila Kelley, and Rose Mary Klinefelter a t

)me indication of what we will
ie next year when football sea)n comes around.
All members of last year's squad,
with the exception of the four graduating seniors, Dave Clark, Trammel Whittle, Calvin Peacock, and
Dick Darty, will be on hand to
learn a few tricks that Coach McDowall has up his sleeve for the
Tars foes come this fall.
The winter football practice is
also a testing ground for a number of high school boys who will
try out their talents in hopes of
wearing the Blue and Gold next
year.

THE BLOUSE SHOP

EARLE H. SHANNON
Realtor
Rollins Class of '20
Stanley Schultz, Associate
133 E. Morse Blvd.
General Real Estate

FOR FAST PLAY
Tennis Rover or Lace-to-

IEJ[_ _INT
/ISIT THEJL_LINTIMATI
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

R. C. B A K E R

202 Park Ave.JS

B N I E EKNEST-ol tht bar
Hon D'OMVtM SMvad S to 7 p.m.

"Chesterfield is MY
cigarette. I smoke them
because they're MILDER."

MAYFAIR INN
SANFORD, FLORIDA

MECHANICAL WORK
FRAME AND FRONT END ALIGNMENT
TOPS — UPHOLSTERING
SEAT COVERS
—
PAINTING
WINTEB PARK - PHONB tft

STATE AUTO BODY WORKS
1280 ORANGE AYE.

WINTER PARK

NOW thru SATURDAY
It'N u rlutoiiM round-up of d h y t h n

"Two Guys from Texas"

THE MUSIC BOX
(opposite the campus)

SUNDAY — MONDAY
StrnlKht frcmi f h e PaKCM of thi
Saturdn>- KvenInK Pomt nerln
Mt»ry of t h e liMt froiitlerl

Dick Powell - Jane Greer
-In-

"STATION WEST"
"DEDICATED TO YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE"
Tuesday — Wednesday
Florida's widest selection of phonograph records
. . . at your doorstep.

Dane"ciark - Geraldine Brook.s

"Embraceable You"

THE MUSIC BOX
RADIOS - PHONOGRAPHS - RECORDS - MUSIC

••COMING**
Hob Hope
"The

Paleface"

"3 Muskateers"
Copyri^ W 9 , LociiTfcM v m To»«X» Co.
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INTRAMURAL SCHEDULES
FIRST ROUND
Tuesday, January 11—•
8 p.m.—KA vs. Lambda Chi.
9 p.m.—Sigma Nu vs. Alpha Phi.
Wednesday, January 12—
7 p.m.—Ind vs. X Club.
8 p.m.—Sigma Nu vs. Delta Chi9 p.m.—Alpha Phi vs. Lambda Chi.
Thursday, January 13—8 p.m.—Ind. vs. KA.
9 p.m.—X Club vs. Delta Chi.
Tuesday, January 18—
8 p.m.—Ind. vs. Lambda Chi.
9 p.m.—X Club vs. Alpha Phi.
Wednesday, January 19—
7 p.m.—Alpha Phi vs. KA.
8 p.m.—X Club vs. Sigma Nu
9 p.m.—Lambda Chi vs. Delta Chi.
Thursday, January 20—
8 p.m.~Ind. vs. Delta Chi
9 p.m.—KA vs. Sigma Nu.
Tuesday, January 25—
8 p.m.—Lambda Chi vs. X Club.
9 p.m.—Delta Chi vs. KA.
Wednesday, January 26—
7 p.m.—Alpha Phi vs. Ind.
8 p.m.—Lambda Chi vs. Sigma Nu.
9 p.m.—KA vs. X Club.
Thursday, January27—
8 pm.—Delta Chi vs. Alpha Phi.
9 p.m.—Sigma Nu vs. Ind.
SECOND ROUND
Tuesday, February 1—•
8 p.m.—KA vs. Lambda Chi.
9 p.m.—Sigma Nu vs. Alpha Phi.
Wednesday, February 2—•
7 p.m.—Ind. vs. X Club.
8 p.m.—Sigma Nu vs. Delta Chi.
9 p.m.—Alpha Phi vs. Lambda Chi.
Thursday, February 3—
8 p.m.—Ind. vs. KA.
9 p.m.— X Club vs. Delta Chi.
Tuesday, February 8—
8 p.m.—Ind. vs. Lambda Chi.
9 p.m.—X Club vs. Alpha Phi.
Wednesday, February 9— 7 pm.—Alpha Phi vs. KA.
8 p.m.—X Club vs. Sigma Nu.
9 p.m.—Lambda Chi vs. Delta Chi.
Thursday, February 10—
8 pm.—Ind. vs. KA.
9 p.m.—KA vs. Sigma Nu.
Tuesday, Februar:^ 15—
8 p.m.—Lambda Chi vs. X Club.
9 p.m.—Delta Chi vs. KA.
Wednesday, February 16—
7 p.m.—Alpha Phi vs IntJ,
8 p.m.—Lambda Chi vs. Sigma Nu.
9 p.m.—KA vs. X Club.
Thursday, February 17—
8 p.m.—Delta Chi vs. Alpha Phi.
9 p m.—Sigma Nu vs. Ind.

